Marlow Explorer 49E
The development of the new Marlow Explorer 49 followed an
unusually long and circuitous development path to assure that in every
respect it would continue the heritage that makes a Marlow.
Though no easy task, from the beginning, the cast in stone
requirement that despite its reduced overall size that it be a Marlow
Yacht in every specification was sacred. Countless hours poring over
engineering details and numerous full-sized mock-ups of major areas
followed by careful appraisal, were carried out over a multi-year
development campaign. Our steadfast refusal to compromise full
standing head room in machinery spaces while keeping the lowest
center of gravity and overall height possible were never on the table
for elimination or compromise. The exquisite styling and performance
made famous by her larger sisters was not to be compromised in any
way, shape or form including ability to shrug off weather conditions
that have most boats looking for cover.
Molded in our Full Stack Infusion® process, which is far more
advanced than any current maritime product that we are aware of
created a stunning testament to the boat builder’s art and one which
the market has already fully embraced with numerous hulls under
build contract and underway.
This new Marlow Explorer fulfills the needs of those who do not
require a much larger yacht but want the performance, esthetics,
styling and cache that only a Marlow Yacht can provide.
Like her sisters, the new ME 49 is expected to continue the tradition of
the highest industry resale and pride of ownership. After all, it is a
Marlow!
Please join us for the debut of the exciting new 49 Marlow at Sea Isle
Marina at the foot of the famed Venetian Isles Causeway on the
Mainland side where parking, guest amenities and fine food are
offered in abundance.

